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 Sunday was the first Skins match of 2014 and it started with good drives from the tenth tee box.  Ray, Phil 
and Matt were all in a tight triangle on the left side of the fairway while Pete was right.  Pete was a bit blocked and 
settled for bogey while Phil and Matt hit good approach shots that rolled just to the fringe, while Ray hit the best as 
his wedge stopped about twelve feet from the cup.  Phil hit a good chip and made par, as did Matt after putting from 
the fringe, leaving Ray the opportunity to steal the first hole with a birdie.  But his putt ran past the hole and he, too, 
made par to tie the hole.  Nobody was on the green on eleven although Phil was on the left side fringe.  Pete and 
Ray were right, Ray on the hill and Pete in the trap, while Matt was to the short left side.  Matt hit the best chip, 
staying parallel to the hole, and followed with a par saving putt that won the hole after Phil’s chip ran too far for him 
to make three.  Two skins to Matt to take an early lead.  Matt followed with a good twelfth hole as well, driving down 
the left side and leaving his second shot fifteen feet left of the pin.  Ray and Pete were together off the tee but went 
separate directions with their approaches, Pete short and Ray past the cup and left.  Both players made their pars, 
but Matt went one better with a good stroke on his putt to make birdie and win another skin.  Pete, Ray and Matt 
were together in the thirteenth fairway but nobody hit the green from there….Matt pulled to the left while Ray and 
Pete went to the right.  All players failed to get up and down and settled for bogeys, the hole was tied and a skin 
carried to the fourteenth.  Pete lost his tee shot on fourteen, Phil and Matt were hung up in the rough short of the 
fairway, leaving the hole to Ray who hit a long and straight drive to the top of the hill.  Although Ray mishit his 
second, it still left him a good approach shot and he took advantage with a high arcing wedge that was hole high.  
Two putts later, after none of the others could salvage fives, Ray had a par and two skins to get on the board.  Ray 
hit a beautiful iron to the front of the fifteenth green, matched by Phil who found the green.  Matt was in the bunker 
but hit a very nice shot to save his par, matched by Phil who missed his birdie, leaving Ray with the opportunity to 
win the hole if he could sink his putt.  While the putt tracked perfectly it came up short and the hole was tied, carrying 
one skin up the hill.  Pete hit the best drive on sixteen, long and past the grass bunker while Ray was a bit shorter 
and Matt was in the left rough.  Phil had a short tee shot but a great second shot that was just short of the green.  
Matt’s approach was a bit right, Pete was short and Ray was much the best, stopping his approach ten feet from the 
cup.  Ray was bold in his birdie attempt, going past the hole by three feet, but he made the return putt to earn a skin 
with his par.  Ray was in the fairway on the right side of seventeen while Phil and Matt were also in the fairway but 
on the left.  Pete recovered nicely from the trees and was on the back of the green in three.  The others were 
approaching from the front, and Phil proved the best of the group with a decent chip and a very nice putt.  His net 
four was a winning score and earned Phil his first skin.  Ray was blocked out on the left side of eighteen, Pete 
similarly blocked out on the right side.  Phil followed a short tee shot with another good fairway metal that left him just 
short of the green.  Matt had the best opportunity when his tee shot was on the right side and he followed with a 
good approach shot that was pin high and ten feet left of the hole.  Phil would save his par, but Matt won a skin by 
making his birdie putt, curling it about three-quarters of the way around the cup before it sank to the bottom.  That 
won Matt a fourth skin, tying him with Ray for the daily victory, with Phil in third place.     



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 


